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Introduction
* A method of calculating the amount of
fibrous debris delivered to the entrance of
the core for cold leg breaks has been
developed.
-

-

It conservatively models a postulated large
double-ended guillotine break.
It accounts for the following:
" Filtering of recirculating coolant by sump straine rs.
" Splitting of containment spray flow from ECCS flow.
" Spilling of ECCS flow in excess of core boil-offout the
break.
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Background and Purpose
"

WCAP-16793-NP Rev 2 documents debris capture
testing of fuel assemblies:
- Particulates, fiber and chemical effects included in tests.
- Results support limit of 15 grams of fiber /fuel assembly for
hot-leg break flow rates.

" US NRC safety evaluation on WCAP-16793,

Revision 2:
-

-

Imposes limit of 15 grams of fiber per fuel assembly
bypassing the sump strainers.
While not in the Limitations and Conditions, the SE
indicates that for cold leg breaks;
* 7.5 grams of fiber per fuel assembly (at core entrance) expected to
yield acceptable core cooling, and,
* Is conservatively consistent with 15 grams per fuel assembly
bypassing the strainer.
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Background and Purpose
" For a CLB, the available driving head is very
limited.
-

Loop seal clearance issues and two-phase losses can
erode much of what is available.

" Appropriate CLB at-the-core debris limit will be

developed.
-

Will use CLB testing from WCAP-16793-NP-A, Rev.
2, that demonstrated very low dP from in-core fiber in
the 10-18 g/FA range, along with current program
subscale and chemical corrosion testing
• This limit is expected to be between 7.5 g/FA and 18 g/FA.
For sample calculation purposes today, 7.5 g/FA will be

assumed.
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Background and Purpose
e To translate from a debris limit at the fuel to a debris limit
bypassing the sump strainer (consistent with hot leg
break limits), the evaluation method discussed here will
account for fibrous debris transport through:
" The sump screen
" The ECCS
" The CSS

" The core

e By considering the above, the method provides for a
conservative determination of the fiber mass transported
to the core entrance for a large cold leg LOCA prior to
active boron dilution actions.
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Method Discussion
" PWROG has developed a methodology for
evaluating the amount of fiber reaching the core.
" This methodology will be documented in Volume
3 of WCAP-17788-NP.
" Plants will need to implement this or an alternate
methodology and present individual results to
the NRC as a part of their GSI-1 91 submittals.
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Method Discussion
",qq

* After a cold leg LBLOCA, debris is created
and transported to the pool via the break

jet and washdown (containment spray).
9 ECCS is then realigned to draw suction
from the containment building recirculation

sump.
- Some of this debris is expected to pass through
the containment sump screen.
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Method Discussion
" The flow through the screen is then split
between the CSS (if/when turned on) and the
ECCS, with debris splitting proportionally to
the flow.
" Just enough flow to offset core boiloff
(including a conservative 1.2 multiplier in this
model) reaches the core, while the rest of the
ECCS flow goes out the break; again, debris
splits proportionally to the flow splits.
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Method Discussion
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" The core is assumed to capture all of the
fibrous debris that reaches it, while some
fraction of the debris lost through the break
and through the sprays returns to the sump to
be screened again by the strainers.
" This process repeats until plants take action
to address BAP (e.g. HLSO) or until all the
fibrous debris is captured.
-
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Practically speaking, all the debris has been
captured within a few pool turnovers
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Method Discussion
* Known information from previous GSI-191 evaluations:
- Debris generation and transport to the sump screen for a variety of
breaks and break locations.
- Water sources and their volumes.
- Pump capabilities.
- Associated piping and valves.

• Transport of generated debris relies on these water
sources to define the amount of debris that:
- Washes to the sump, and,
- Eventually, to the containment sump screen(s).

* The evaluation method calculates fiber accumulation
per fuel assembly by using the following inputs:
-

Conservative value of transportable fiber debris in the sump.
A conservative (or plant-specific, where justified) screen bypass value
(or time-dependent screen bypass value).
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Method Discussion
• Sump screen capture efficiency is, therefore, an important
input.
-

-

-

Many plants have performed screen bypass tests to determine the
capture efficiency (debris retention as opposed to pass through) of
their recirculation screens.
e This can be a single value or a time-dependent value.
Others have justified conservative capture efficiencies rather than
doing plant-specific testing.
A 55% capture efficiency is the smallest capture efficiency that
needs to be considered, based on the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) 'clean plant' criteria.
* Proposed a lower bound replacement sump screen capture efficiency of 55% for
a "clean plant."

-

Plants not choosing to use 55% will need to justify their screen
efficiency used.
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Method Discussion
• To evaluate potential accumulation of fiber in
the core:
- Evaluation method considers system response for a cold leg
break
" Containment spray,
" Cold leg safety injection
" Core boil off requirements

- Starting point of the calculation is the time of switchover from
RWST injection to recirculation from the recirculation sump.
Time step of 1 minute used for the calculations.
Working fluid treated as a "lumped mass" for each time step.
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Method Discussion
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" When determining flow rates, the most
conservative scenario, including a single
failure, must be considered. This may
require multiple cases (one with single failure
in ECCS, one with single failure in CSS).
" The timing of containment spray initiation and
shutoff must be considered if not initiated
prior to recirculation or if shut off prior to BAP
actions (e.g. HLSO).
-
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Cannot credit CSS flow split during times when
OSS is not running.
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Method Discussion
* All debris through the break is assumed to

return to the sump (no settling or capture)
• All debris through the CSS is assumed to
return to the sump (but utilities may
attempt to justify some fraction that is lost
on plant structures, etc.).
* Shedding impacts are ignored, as these
are small (~5%), would apply to the fuel as
well as the screen (offsetting each other),
and are longer term (after BAP actions).
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Significant Assumptions
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The fiber is in its constituent (individual fiber strand, not "clumped") form.
The fibrous debris remains suspended in the recirculating fluid and does not
settle out.
The fibrous debris is uniformly mixed within the sump pool, the ECCS and
the CSS flow.
Recirculation flow takes one of three paths: CSS, ECCS spill, or core boiloff.
Debris is assumed to split proportional to the flow ratio at each junction.
The fluid volume entering the fuel is 1.2 times the boil-off rate based on the
decay heat at any given time in the transient starting at recirculation
initiation.
The fuel assembly is assumed to capture 100% of the available fibrous
debris in the boil off volume.
The concentration of fiber in the sump volume is reduced by the amour It
captured by the core or by the sump screen capture efficiency in each t ime
step.
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Required Inputs
"

Minimum sump volume - Maximizes debris concentration.

" Total fiber volume transported to the sump strainer by the time of HLSO (or 24
hours if no HLSO).
* Time of sump recirculation initiation.
• Strainer capture efficiency.
* Core rated power (thermal) with uncertainty.
• Hot-leg switch-over time (if applicable) - 24 hours used if not (since essentially
all debris captured by then).
• ECCS flow at recirculation, realistic/nominal - need to know values with/without
single failure to evaluate all cases.
" CSS flow at recirculation, realistic/nominal - need to know values with/without
single failure to evaluate all cases.
• Number of fuel assemblies.
" Decay heat curve starting at recirculation initiation - 1979+2o (to be considered
in response to 10 CFR 50.46(c)).
° Sump teperature curve at recirculation initiation - maximum temperature
rovides highest boil-off requirement and therefore highest fiber deposition in
the core.
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Required Inputs
" Utilities may wish to reduce conservatisms
based on plant-specific justifications:
- Core rated power without uncertainty.
- Nominal sump volume.
- Time-dependent, plant-specific strainer capture
efficiency.
- Some unrecoverable fiber concentration loss due
to CSS.

" WCAP will support plants taking these

options but will leave those justifications to
the individual utilities if they choose to use
them.
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Determination of CLB Debris Limit
* Initial use of this methodology starts with expected
debris reaching the sump and determines fiber at
the core by HLSO (or 24 hours, if no HLSO).
-

If less than the justified CLB at-core-inlet limit
(assume 7.5 g/FA for illustrative purposes in
additional discussions), plant meets CLB fiber limits.

" Ultimately, need to develop a single fiber limit for a

plant that bounds HLB and CLB
" To do this, need to find amount of debris
bypassing the sump strainer for Plant X in a CLB
that yields 7.5 g/FA at the core.
k
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Determination of CLB Debris Limit
* Iteration on amount of debris in the sump
allows a utility to find the point at which
exactly 7.5 g/FA accumulates at the core
-

The total amount of bypassed fiber from these
calculations is then the fiber bypass limit that
can be compared to the HLB limit determined
from the T/H calcs, chemical corrosion tests,
and fuel tests.

* The lower of the two limits becomes the
bypassed fiber debris limit for that plant.
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Illustrative Sample Calculation
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Inputs used:
• Active recirc sump coolant volume:
47,344 ft3
* Time recirc initiated after break:
1,500 seconds
* Recirc sump screen capture efficiency:
55%
* Rated core power:
3500 MWt
• Time of Hot Leg Switchover:
6 hours
* ECCS flow rate:
3800 gpm
• CSS flow rate:
3000 gpm
(Continuous CSS operation assumed until HLSO)
* Initial volume fiber in the sump:
20.6 ft3
* Initial vol. fiber concentration in sump:
4.35 x 10-4 ft3 /ft3
* Number of fuel assemblies
193
* Fiber density
2.4 IbM/ft 3
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Scoping Calculations
" Rough scoping calculations (based on a
conservatively low 7.5 g/FA at-fuel fiber limit) to
determine level of benefit of this method were
performed informally.
" Some plants with low flow rates, small sump volumes,
and/or no CSS during recirculation looked to yield fiber
bypass limits of 25-50 g/FA (which improve with
higher at-fuel fiber limits) - roughly 7 plants / 10 units.
" Most plants appear to yield limits from 50-75 g/FA, and
in some cases, exceed 100 g/FA (where HLB limits
may be more limiting).
" Plants just beginning to use the method to get a better
idea of final results.
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Alternative Method
* Some plants with a conservative, single-value fiber
bypass fraction may wish to pursue a simplified
method.
• This method is a once-through, simplified flow split
using the 30-day debris load, average bypass
fraction, CSS (if available), ECCS (out the break)
flow, and a conservative core flow based on 1.2
times boil-off from start of recirculation until
earliest transfer to HLSO.
S.Conservatisms in core flow and use of 30-day
debris load offset the lack of return of flow/debris
from break and CSS to the sump.
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Summary
'"q
• Simplistic method developed for calculating fiber
delivered to the core prior to HLSO for a cold leg break.
* Method that accounts for:
- Flow splitting, or apportioning, between ECCS and CSS.
- Spilling of excess ECCS flow above that needed to match boiloff plus a 20% factor.

* Inputs required for implementation identified.
* A sample calculation has been performed and presented
as a demonstration of the application of this method.
, Scoping results indicate that the 1E g/FA limit (fiber
bypassing the sump screen) can be raised significantly
for most plants for cold leg breaks.
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